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Abstract
The French collection of Plans-Reliefs, scale models of fortified towns, are an exceptional architectural heritage. Many cities,
represented on these plans-reliefs, would like to expose, develop and exploit this historical knowledge. However, the fragility,
the dimension of the supports and the exposure conditions make this acquisition difficult. Thus, the creation and the exploitation
of a virtual model is an interesting alternative. This paper presents a new method exploiting historical documentary for the 3D
semantic modelling of Plans-Reliefs as more than the half physical Plans-Reliefs are currently enclosed in containers in Paris.
From 2D plans, ground outlines and facades of buildings are partially-automatically extracted to create automatically the 3D
textured model of each building and ground elements (streets, rivers and courtyards). Another specificity of the method is the
use of graphical schemes for the description of parametric objects.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: 3D modelling—cultural heritage

1. Introduction

The French collection of Plans-Reliefs are an exceptional archi-
tectural heritage (Figure 1). These scale models of fortified towns
were built from the 17th to the 19th centuries. From an initial col-
lection of 260 plans-reliefs, only one hundred models remain. Only
41 are exposed in two museums. The others are enclosed in con-
tainers in Paris. Many cities, represented on these plans-reliefs,
would like to expose, develop and exploit this historical knowl-
edge for tourism or urban issues. However, the fragility, the di-
mension of the supports and the conditions of their exposure make
this acquisition very difficult and expensive. Thus, the creation and
the exploitation of a virtual model is an interesting alternative for
these cities. This creation of a digital model requires the availabil-
ity of the town scale model as experiments led with Toul [CJP10],
Aire sur la Lys [Ing13] and Saint-Omer [OnS14]. In this paper we
present a new approach based on historical documentary resources.
These historical documents bring together all the topographic sur-
veys made on the ground by the engineers of the time and were used
as specification for the construction of the physical plans-reliefs.
Some of these documents have been digitised. Our method utilizes
these documents as a data source for the reconstruction of a vir-
tual historical city model similar to the original plan-relief. In a
previous paper [Che15], the method was described for 3D textured
meshes as input data. The same library of parametric objects is used
but all the process of reconstruction is new and now specific to 2D
plans. Another specificity of the new method is the use of graphical
schemes for the description of parametric objects.

After an overview of the related works (section 2), a presentation
of the historical documents is exposed (section 3), then our overall

Figure 1: Picture of the plan-relief of Verdun (currently stored in
containers)

methodology is explained (section 4). Each step of the methodol-
ogy is further exposed starting with the drawing of the polygons in
the 2D plans (section 5), followed by the definition of relations be-
tween the ground polygons and their elevations (section 6) and the
generation of realistic textures (section 7). The graphical schemes
used for the description of the parametric models is then exposed
(section 8), followed by the automatic generation of the 3D objects
of the virtual version of the plan-relief (section 9.1). Finally re-
sults are detailed (section 10) and further enhancement discussed
(section 11).
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2. Related works

For a couple of years, there are lots of ongoing works for the
modelling of city scale models. In most projects, the 3D mod-
elling is done without any automatic processes (Virtual Leodium
[PCDB09], Pragues [Pra13]) or is not documented (Nantes
[LKB08], Geneva [PRA11], Sarajevo [RPO15]) since the work is
carried out by private companies. The focus is set to the outcome of
the modelling rather than on the method used for the 3D modelling
itself.

A first modelling project is the 3D modelling of Prague based on
the scale model of Antonin Langweil realised between 1826 and
1837. More than a hundred people worked for the 3D model re-
construction step. The digitising was easy because the model could
be divided into 52 parts (1.6 x 1m for the biggest with a scale of
1/480). The model was carried out thanks to the collaboration of
Autodesk and the use of a photogrammetric software adapted and
developed especially for this project [SZ09] [Pra13].

A second modelling project is the Rome reborn project
[GFDs⇤05] [Rom13]. It aimed at illustrating the urban develop-
ment of the Ancient Rome from 1000 BC to 500 AD thanks to the
Plastico di Roma antica scale model. Because of the size of the
model (280m2), the accent was put on the 5% of well documented
buildings (Circus Maximus, Colosseum, etc.), with a manual recon-
struction. The remaining buildings (roughly 10,000) were modelled
with CityEngine [Cit13], a procedural tool that creates credible but
not necessarily true buildings [DMU⇤09].

A third project, the Hamburg project [KKSS12] was the only
one in which automatic steps allow the modelling of the buildings.
However lots of assumptions were made: saddle and symmetrical
roofs, buildings with four sides. The scale of their physical model is
1:1000, so the geometry is simplified, most of the buildings respect
the constraints (92%) and are correctly modelled.

Since our first experiments in 2010 [CJP10], other modelling
projects of the plans-reliefs have been undertaken. The plans-reliefs
of Marsal, Aire sur la Lys and Saint-Omer were digitised by private
companies (3D textured mesh). In 2012, Google and the French
Defense Ministry conducted the digitising of parts of 8 plans-reliefs
for a visualisation in Google Earth [Alo11]. However the modelling
was very disappointing: manual and inaccurate, as much for the ge-
ometry as for the photometry.

In computer vision, for full scale towns, extraction of segments
or regions from images are also another research field of many
teams [WZ02] [SV02] [JC08] [AF00] [TD04]. Other [HVF⇤97]
[KD07] [MFVVG98] use geometrical properties to label each seg-
ment of a roof. [KD07] divide data into three layers: outline seg-
ments, every segment inside the outline and the roof slopes. They
use TIN (Triangulated Irregular Network) algorithms to triangulate
roofs but problems involving complex roofs still appears.

A visual programming language (VPL) is a programming lan-
guage that lets users create programs by graphically manipulating
program elements rather than by specifying them textually. Lots
of VPL exist in various domains (education, games, multimedia
(Quartz composer [Qua16] ), simulation, automation... [vlp16] As
far as 3D modelling is concerned we can cite Grasshopper [Gra17]
a generative modelling interface for Rhinoceros 3D, Maya [AM13]

or Blender [Ble16] software that include node editors to create
shading programs as graphs. The aim of these VPL is to simplify
the task of programming, making available the creation of software
by non-specialists. Grasshopper is a visual programming language
and runs within the Rhinoceros 3D CAD application. Programs are
created by dragging components onto a canvas. The outputs to these
components are then connected to the inputs of subsequent com-
ponents. Many of Grasshopper’s components create 3D geometry.
Non computer scientists can learn to develop with Grasshopper and
create their own parametric objects as in [JCH13] but it requires
nevertheless a long training period.

Revit software [Rev16] is specifically built for Building Informa-
tion modelling (BIM). Revit allows a user to describe graphically
new parametric elements from a 3D model by specifying param-
eters and constraints. In our method, we describe graphically the
3D parametric models of the buildings. The simplicity of the draw-
ings allows a better reliability and fewer mistakes compared to the
former method. These descriptions can be made by non-computer
scientists with no training period which is important for us as we
often work with non-scientist students.

3. Historical documents

In [CJH⇤15] is presented an overview of the project with possible
applications. You can also find a presentation and characteristics of
historical documents in [CJH⇤15]. In this paper we focus on the
modelling process.

Problems of access to the physical scale models have led to the
decision of using these documents to develop a new approach of
3D semantic modelling for the plans-reliefs.

4. Principles of the method

Our modelling process is explained in Figure 2 and was imple-
mented in our own software. It is a knowledge-based approach
that consists of two steps: the first one is common to all projects,
whereas the second one is specific to each scale model.

• Step 1: a knowledge model of the studied architectural elements
(buildings and fortification works) is carried out (a) thanks to
reference literature (e.g. classical and military treatises). Each
kind of element is described in a library of parametric entities
(b). This library can be enriched at anytime if required. For more
details about the library, you can read [Che15].

• Step 2: the modelling process consists of:

– Semi-automatic step (d): 2D drawing of polygons in the
plans: ground outline of the buildings and elevations (Section
5).

– Relations between the ground outline of buildings and their
elevations are then manually specified. Each segment of the
ground outline can be connected to a corresponding elevation
(d) (Section 6).

– More realistic textures are automatically computed from the
2D plans (Section 7).

– Finally, from a ground outline and its corresponding eleva-
tions, we automatically compute the 3D textured model of
the building (e) according to a given parametric object of the
library (Section 9).

c� 2016 The Author(s)
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Figure 2: Principle of the method

5. 2D drawing of polygons in the plans

We developed a specific graphical user interface to capture poly-
gons and segments. This step is manual for the ground plan (some
tests carried out by specialists of this domain research did not pro-
duce exploitable results [Cha14]). For the elevations, simple algo-
rithms allow us to automatically detect simple facades and their
openings.

5.1. Ground plans

In the 2D ground plan of each city block the user draws points,
lines and closed polygons corresponding to parametric entities of
the library (Figure 3). The ground plan of the city block must be
entirely covered by closed polygons in order to have no holes in
the 3D model that will be computed from these polygons.

The following entities are drawn:

• Buildings: outline of each building is depicted as a closed poly-
gon. The ridge, roof breaks, valleys and angles are represented
by segments inside the outline.

• Chimneys: chimneys are represented by points inside the build-
ing outline.

• Ground: streets and courtyards are represented by polygons.
• Walls: outline of walls are represented by a thin polygon with

parallel sides.
• Stairs: outline of stairs are represented by a polygon, the steps of

the stairs are not drawn.

• Vegetation: vegetation is depicted as points and polylines.

Figure 3: sol

For each element drawn on the plan, we must only indicate the
type of parametric entity (building, walls, vegetation, stairs). The
segments inside the building outline allow automatically the re-
trieval of the kind of building as explain in [Che15]. Similar rules
for walls allow the retrieval of the kind of wall according to the
outline. Polygons on the ground plans are used to define position,
orientation and dimensions in x and z axis. Axis Y is the vertical
axis.

5.2. Elevations

In the 2D elevation plans, must be drawn (Figure 4):

• closed polygons corresponding to facades with their openings
and cornices, walls, stairs, chimneys. Openings are not used for
the creation of the 3D model of the buildings but are used for the
automatic process of creation of the textures (Section 7).

• lines corresponding to ridges.

A reference altitude is also chosen for each city block (the low-
est altitude of the city block) and then on each elevation plan, a
line corresponding to this reference altitude must be drawn. The
3D model will be then correctly build and positioned in height (al-
titude). Elements on the elevation plans are used to define dimen-
sions in the vertical axis (y).

Automatic detection of facades produces good results with clear
drawings (Figure 4c) but bad results with complex drawings (Fig-
ure 6). The algorithm detects first the outline of the facade (from
a user picked point). Then it detects openings and cornices. Then
ridge is detected and finally chimneys. Algorithms are simple and
could be improved with better competence in image analysis pro-
cess. The process is as follows (Fig. 4 and 5 illustrate the process):

• A white and black picture is computed from the original plan
with a threshold color of (160, 160, 160) for our plans.

• In this picture, dilatation process is computed from the picked
point in white area (Figure 5) green color).

c� 2016 The Author(s)
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• close to the detected area, we look for vertical separation black
segments that will be the limits of the facade: for each column
of pixels inside de bounding box of the area (Figure 5) light blue
box), near the right limit then near the left limit, we count the
number of black pixels. The column with the maximum number
is kept to be the searched segment.

• close to the detected area, we look for the bottom segment (not
necessary horizontal) of the facade. We look for the longest seg-
ment near the bottom part of the bounding box.

• For the top part of the facade, we look for a flat segment. If no
flat segment is found we look for a pinion composed of one or
two inclined segments.

• then openings are searched inside the facade (lintel can be
rounded), cornices are also sometimes detected (Figure 5) pink
color).

• If the top of the facade is flat, we look for an horizontal segment
above to detect the roof ridge. We also look for squares that rep-
resent chimneys. They are difficult to detect because features are
not dark enough.

Figure 4: Steps of feature detection process.

Figure 5: examples of automatic detection with false colors for ar-
eas.

Figure 6: Problems with automatic detection due to a large con-
centration of features. In some parts nothing is detected (hatching
parts).

6. Relations between the ground polygons and the elevations

Once the drawings are done, one must now define the relations be-
tween the ground outline of a building and its elevations (Figure
7). We develop a specific user interface allowing to specify which
segment of the building outline corresponds to a facade. One can
also have the drawing of only a part of a facade but not of the whole
facade. We can then specify which part of the ground segment cor-
responds to the part of the facade. This will be taken into account
in the automatic creation of the building.

Figure 7: Relations between the edge of the ground polygon with
their corresponding facade.

Interior segments require also relations with elevation features:
the ridge segment on the ground plan must be related to the ridge
segment on the elevation plan. Points corresponding to chimneys
on the ground plans must be related to the corresponding polygon
in the elevation plan.

Buildings and walls work in a same manner. Stairs can have one
or two relations in the elevation plan. Vegetation has no relation
because it is exceptionally represented in the elevation plans.

c� 2016 The Author(s)
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However, inconsistencies, errors and omissions are common and
make it necessary to use a priori knowledge for addressing inter-
pretation problems. Spending more time to understand and to inter-
pret documents can sometimes solve this problem otherwise a so-
lution is chosen between the various possible hypothesis. The most
common problems we have encountered are:

• More or less facades between two numbers in the elevation plans
than in the corresponding part in the ground plan.

• Lack of information about facades on small courtyards.
• Facades of a building are not consistent in height or for the roof

ridge or for the kind of roof. They also can be incoherent with
the roof building shape in the ground plan.

• Some corrections have been made several years later and modi-
fications are difficult to understand or become inconsistent with
facades. Crossing-out on the drawings are not clear (Figure 8).

Figure 8: Parasitic lines in the drawing make it no clear.

7. Generating the textures from the 2D plans

In order to have more realistic textures for the 3D elements, we
compute for each 2D plan a corresponding texture that will be used
when creating the 3D models (Figure 4e).

7.1. Material assignment

Information about materials are written on the elevation plans for
the material of the facades and for the kind of tiles (Figure 4a above
the facades). We assign to polygons a material from a library. This
library has been predefined with the most common materials en-
countered in the plans-reliefs. Transparency can be used for the
materials. For ground plans, every polygon must have a material:
grass, sand, soil, cobbled for ground / slate, terra cotta for tiles /
ochre and other hues for walls. For elevation plans, all facades, cor-
nices, walls and chimneys must have a material assignment. Every
non material assigned polygon on elevation plans (like openings)
will be black with white edges.

7.2. Automatic computing of the textures

From the material assignment, the texture image of the plan is com-
puted by filling each polygon with the texture of the material (Fig-
ure 9). For elevation plans, the process begins with the polygons not

enclosed in others (it means beginning with the facades and ending
with the openings). For ground plans, textures of tiles are automat-
ically oriented to follow the main sewer of the roof so that the tiles
are correctly positioned. In courtyards, various polygons inside the
outline of the courtyard allow to draw a composite texture (for ex-
ample, brown soil and grass).

Along each edge of facades, the color of the textured polygon
is automatically darkened. For each edge of openings, some dirt
is automatically added to imitate the traces of glue of the physical
scale models and add more realism (Figure 4 e).

Figure 9: Automatically textured ground plan

We now have all required data to automatically compute the 3D
parametric elements. Let’s first see how we describe the parametric
models with graphical scheme before computing the 3D elements.

8. Graphical schemes for the definition of parametric models

The shape of the bodies are mainly of four main types (I, L, U,
T) but the roofs can present more variations. The openings are
not modelled, they are present only on textures. So only the shape
of the building is modelled, making quite simple the drawing of
the ground outline, the facades and the roof pans. As explained
in [Che15], we use parametric models for the buildings. However
the description of the parameters and of the creation method is
quite complex and especially for non-computer scientists. That’s
why we decided to simplify this task by using graphical schemes.
The description had become then very simple. An exemple for the
I-shaped body two-slope roof can be found in Figure 10. This sec-
tion presents the graphical description of a parametric architectural
element and algorithms for the automatic creation of the 3D models
from these schemes.

After an overview of the kinds of buildings present on scale mod-
els (section 8.1), the various kinds of parameters we use to describe
a building are then exposed (section 8.2). Section 8.3 allows the
presentation of the various schemes we use to describe a paramet-
ric element and Section 8.4 details the algorithms to automatically
create the 3D model from the parameters and to retrieve the value
of the parameters from the 3D points present in the input data.

c� 2016 The Author(s)
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Figure 10: Description scheme of the I-shaped body two-slope roof
building. bi is a bottom point, h j is a point of the roof outline and
fk is a point inside the roof outline.

8.1. Buildings on scale models

Buildings on scale models present few details as shown in Figure 1.
Only the global shape of the building is represented. The openings
and other facade features are only represented with textures. There
is sometimes roof overhangs. The various shapes for the building
bodies are I, L, U, T and O shape. More than 90 % of the buildings
are of I shape. Most of the rest are of L shape. Shape for the roof
pans can be more complicated with many unique case. Most of
the cases are one or two pans with break or hip pans (Figure 11).
See [Che15] for more details.

Some roof pan configurations may be found once or only several
times in a scale model. However, with our method it is simple to
describe them and fast to model as the process of reconstruction is
quite automatic (full if we work with 3D textured meshes [Che15]
and partially with 2D plans).

We currently have about sixty various parametric models for the
buildings (found in the plans-reliefs of Toul and Verdun. The use
of graphical schemes allow the creation of the 3D models from the
parameters and also the determination of the parameters’ value in
a reserve process. We then do not need anymore the rules for the
creation of the 3D parametric model of the buildings (section 4.2.1
in [Che15]) nor the rules for an automatic retrieval of the parameter
values (section 4.2.3 in [Che15]). All the useful information for
the creation of the 3D model or of the retrieval of the parameters’
value are included in the schemes : points, facets, parameters and
constraints. Some models have curved facets. We will explain how
we handle this particular case also in the followings sections.

8.2. The various kind of parameters are:

• lengths (length, depth or other distance): to define a length pa-
rameter, two points are necessary. The second point will be com-
puted from the first point.

• heights : to define a height parameter, two points are necessary.
The second point will be computed from the first point.

Figure 11: The I and L types of roofs encountered in the scales
models are mainly peaked, one-slope or two-slope roofs. They are
combined with the body shapes and also with breaks and/or hips.

• angles: to define a angle parameter, two points are necessary.
The second point will be computed from the first point.

• proportion (of a segment relatively to another segment): three
points are used to define a proportion parameter: [p1,p2] = value
* [p1,p3]. Example [h0,f0] = value * [h0,h3] in Figure 10.

• curvature (for curved facet): to define a curvature parameter,
two points are necessary. A list of points will then replace the
segments to create a curved line.

• parallelism constraints: to define a parallelism constraint four
points are necessary. The second point is placed according to the
other points. ��!p1,p2 // ��!p3,p4.

• alignment constraints: to define an alignment constraint three
points are necessary. The second point is placed according to the
other points.

The aim is to position the parameters on the schemes in order to
allow the computation of the 3D points that will compose the 3D
model of the parametric object.

8.3. The various schemes

Three schemes are used : the bottom scheme (Section 8.3.1), the top
scheme (Section 8.3.2), and the elevation scheme (Section 8.3.3).
In the bottom and top schemes, the x and z coordinates of the
3D points can be computed from the parameters present in the

c� 2016 The Author(s)
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schemes. In the elevation scheme, the y coordinate of the 3D points
can be computed from the parameters.

8.3.1. Bottom scheme (Figure 12a).

This scheme allows defining the kind of body: I, L, T, U, O or other
configuration. On this scheme we have:

• A polygon representing the outline of the body.
• Each point of the polygon must have a name: we choose the

following convention: bi is a bottom point, h j is a roof contour
point and fk is a point inside the roof contour.

• All the useful parameters for the creation of the outline of the
body (y coordinates are null): lengths, angles and curvatures.

• If a segment of the polygon has a curvature parameter, the seg-
ment must also be named with a point list that will be used for
the creation of the 3D model.

• Constraints (aligment or parallelism) can also be defined here.

The computation starts from the first point b0 that is set to (0,0,0)
at the beginning of the process. If there are some induced param-
eters, one can declare some additional variables with a computing
expression and use these variables as supplementary parameters for
the schemes. These additional variables are not considered as pa-
rameters for the parametric object, they are only variables for the
computation.

Figure 12: a) Bottom scheme of a curved building. there is a curved
facade between the point b2 and the point b3: parameter curva-
ture1. The list of points used here is pointList1 in blue color. b) Top
scheme of a I-Shape body break roof building. There is a propor-
tion parameter breakPosition (in red color) from the segment [h0f0]
relative to the segment [h0h3]. There is also a constraint parame-
ter (parallelism in green color) between the segment [f0f1] and the
segment [h0h1].

8.3.2. Top scheme (Figure 12b).

On this scheme we have:

• A polygon representing the outline of the roof. The top outline
is the same as in the bottom scheme.

• Segments representing ridge, roof breaks, valleys and angles.
• Each point of the scheme must have a name: h j and fk.
• All the parameters useful for the computation of the 3D points

(y coordinates are null at this step): curvature and proportion pa-
rameters.

• Some constraints, if required (parallelism or alignment).

An example of the use of proportion and parallelism constraints
can be seen in Figure 12b. The x and z coordinates of the h j are the
same as their corresponding b j. The parameters on the top scheme
allow the computation of the fk points.

8.3.3. Elevation scheme (Figure 10).

The elevation scheme corresponds to the developed of the facades.
This scheme allows also creating developed drawings of 3D models
for paper toys for example. On this scheme we have:

• Points with a name corresponding to those given in the bottom
and top schemes.

• Polygons corresponding to the facets of the building (facades
and roof slopes) with a name. Each facade can be created in 3D
thanks to the named points.

• All the parameters useful for the computation of the y coordi-
nate of the 3D points: height (height between bottom points and
top points, roofing height, break height, hip height), curvature
and proportion parameters. A same parameter can appear several
time in the scheme: each y-point has to be defined from another
point (except for the bottom points that are set to 0 for y coordi-
nate). These repetitions of parameters will also be useful for the
reverse process in case of lack of information (for example, we
do not dispose of all the facade drawings in the 2D plans).

8.4. Algorithms

Two algorithms are used to handle the 3D parametric models:

• The automatic creation of the 3D model from the parameter val-
ues and the schemes (Section 8.4.1 )

• The automatic adjustment of the value of parameters from the
points and the schemes (Section 8.4.2 )

8.4.1. Automatic creation of the 3D model from the
parameters and the schemes

The algorithm 1 allows the computation of the points of the 3D
model from the parameters’ value. The value of the parameters
have been assigned by the user in the graphical user interface or
assign automatically from the reverse process. Once the 3D points
are computed, the 3D model can be created from these points and
the graphical description. The process to compute the 3D points
is: first, we compute x and z coordinates of the bottom points: Al-
gorithm1(ground plan, bottom scheme). Then we compute x and z
coordinates of the top points: Algorithm1(ground plan, top scheme)
and finally we compute y coordinate of the points: Algorithm 1(el-
evation plan, elevation scheme).

8.4.2. Automatic adjustment of the value of parameters
We assume that points’ coordinates are assigned from input data
(2D plans (section 9.1) or 3D textured mesh) by the reverse process.
Some points may not be assigned because of lack of information in
the input data (facade not described in a 2D plan or not captured
in a 3D mesh). The algorithm 2 allows now the computation of the
parameters’ value from the points’ coordinates.

9. Automatic generation of the 3D parametric objects

First of all, we correctly position the 2D ground plans in 3D, the 3D
objects will be superimposed on them. The ground plans allow de-
termining the positions and dimensions in a horizontal plan, while
the elevation plans allow determining the positions and dimensions
along the vertical axis. On one side we have a ground outline and

c� 2016 The Author(s)
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Algorithm 1 Compute the points from the parameters
Input: plan: ground plan or elevation plan
Input: scheme: bottom, top or elevation scheme
p1 to p4: points in the parameter representation (bi, h j or fk).
Put all the parameters of the scheme in an array
while there is parameter p in array do

switch (p)
case length parameter:

if p1 coordinates are assigned (x and z if we treat the bottom
or top plan, y if we handle the elevation plan) then

Look for an angle parameter that uses p1 and p2
Compute vecteur v from the value of p and the angle
Compute p2 = p1 + v

end if
case height parameter:

if p1 are assigned then
p2.y = p1.y + value of p

end if
case proportion parameter:

if parameter points p1 and p3 are assigned then
Compute p2 with the relation: ��!p1,p2 = value of p * ��!p1,p3

end if
case parallelism constraint:

if parameter points p1, p3 and p4 have their x and z coordi-
nates assigned then

Compute p2 with the relation: ��!p1,p2 = k * ��!p3,p4
end if

case alignment constraint:
if parameter points p1 and p3 have their x and z coordinates
assigned then

Compute p2 with the relation: ��!p1,p2 = k * ��!p1,p3
end if

end switch
if a point has been computed, remove p (and angle) from array

end while
Create the curved segments:
for each segment sscheme of the outline do

Look for a curvature parameter associated to sscheme and get
the associated pointList
Compute the list points by creating an arc with curvature from
the first point to the second point of the segment..

end for

its relations (facades), on the other side we have the description of a
parametric object. We have to create an instance of that object and
to determine the parameters’ value from the ground outline and its
relations. We also have to place that objet correctly in 3D. The first
step is to determine the coordinates of the 3D parametric object
from the 2D plans (Section 9.1) and then we will be able to assign
the values to the parameters (Section 9.2).

9.1. Determine the 3D object coordinates from the 2D plans.

We assume that the bottom outline on the 2D plan and the bottom
outline on the scheme begin with the same point (b0) and turn in
the same way. If not, we pre-treat the polygon in the ground plan
as in [Che15]. The process is to compute:

Algorithm 2 Compute the parameters’ value from the 3D points
p1, p2, p3, and p4 : points of the parameter
array : all parameters in the schemes (bottom, top and elevation)
while there is a parameter p in array do

If required points for the computation are assigned the value
of p is computed according to the parameter kind:
value = distanceBetween(p1, p2) for a length
value = angleBetween(��!p1,p2, ���!X-axis) for a angle
value = p2.y - p1.y for a height
value = lengthOf( ��!p1p2) / lengthOf( ��!p1p3 ) for a proportion
if p is assigned then

Remove it from the array
end if

end while
create the curved segments (algo 5).

• the ground coordinates of the bottom and top points with algo 3,
• the y coordinate of the top points with algo 4,
• the coordinates of the points inside the roof outline with algo 5,
• the chimneys with algo 6.

Algorithm 3 Compute the x and z coordinates of the points
outline: bottom/top outline in the scheme
polyg: polygon in the 2D ground plan
pplan: point in the 2D plan ; pscheme: point in the scheme
pob ject : point in the object (points we want to compute)
for i=1 to nbPointsInPolyg do

pscheme = outline.points[i] (for example b0)
pob ject : point with the same name in the parametric object
pplan = polyg.points[i]
pob ject .x = pplan.x (affect the coordinate of the plan point to
the object point)
pob ject .z = pplan.z

end for

Algorithm 4 Compute the y coordinate of the top points
bottomOutline: bottom outline in the ground plan
for each relation in bottomOutline.relations do

facadeplan = facade of the relation
facadescheme: scheme facade with the same points (bi, hi or fi)
for i=1 to facade.numberOfPoints do

pscheme = facadescheme.points[i] (for example h1)
pob ject [i]: point with the same name in the object
pplan = facadeplan.points[i] no name for that point
pob ject [i].y = height measured from the reference in the ele-
vation plan of facadeplan.
memorize the bottom-points’ height to assign automatically
the correct height to the street points.

end for
end for

We now have computed the coordinates of all points represented
the 3D parametric object. We must then determine the position,
orientation and value of the parameters of the parametric object.

c� 2016 The Author(s)
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Algorithm 5 Compute the inside points’ coordinates
By comparing the drawings of topOutlineplan and
topOutlinescheme, we can assign the x and z coordinates of
the inside points of the parametric object.
With the relations on the ground inside segments (ridges), we
can compute the y coordinate of the inside points.

Algorithm 6 Compute the chimneys
Get non-connected points inside the outline in the ground plan.
Chimneys are rectangular boxes computed with the process of
9.1.
Cast a vertical ray in the building 3D model to find the inter-
section between the chimney and the house: the chimney can be
correctly positioned in height.

9.2. Determining the parameters’ value and computing the
textures

Section 8.4.2 has presented the algorithm for the retrieval of the pa-
rameters’ value from the 3D points. Adjustment in the parameters
value or in the textures can be done in the user interface. Finally, we
have to compute the textures from the facades and ground polygons
in the 2D plans. Two kinds of texture are automatically computed:
from the plans and more realistic textures with the images com-
puted in Section 7. The case of the streets, rivers and courtyards is
particular: these objects are created as 3D triangulated polygons.
As there is no relations on the 2D polygons on the ground plans,
only (algo 3) is processed. The height of each point was memorised
during the computation of the buildings and they are used now to
affect the points of the street, courtyard or river points.

10. Results and discussion

Results are shown in Figures 13 and 14 for a city block and for
a larger part in Unity game engine with the vegetation. For the
vegetation, we process as in [CJP11]: the position and the kind of
vegetation is given to Unity via files and the vegetation is planted
with scripts from models in a library. Some indication is sometimes
found on the 2D plans for the kind of vegetation: the kind of tree or
the rough height of the trees are then assigned to their correspond-
ing 3D models.

This method has been used for the 3D modelling of the plan-
relief of Verdun [CJH⇤15] and produces good results. Monuments
like churches, city halls are composed of several simple parametric
elements. It is not necessary to describe them as a whole complex
entity. The limits are for very complex buildings. In this case there
are manually modelled. If a shape of the building is complex and
unique in a scale model, one can wonder if it is worth to describe
it with our method. Won’t it be quicker to model it with a commer-
cial software ? Based on our experience, we estimate the time each
method will take and we decide for each case how we model it.

11. Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we have presented the method we have conceived and
developed for the 3D semantic modellisation of old scale models

Figure 13: Result of the 3D modelling on the number 22 city block
of the plan-relief of Verdun.

Figure 14: Visualisation of the result for a large part of Verdun
plan-relief with the vegetation.

from their historical documents. This method could be improved
by automating the drawing of the polygons in the 2D plans. It is
currently the most manual time consuming task in the process.

We have also presented the new method for the graphical de-
scription of the parametric objects which is more simple and re-
liable. Our aim is now to describe composed objects (like monu-
ments, churches or bridges) with relative positioning as simply as
possible: an element is at the right (left / in front of / behind) of
another element, is above or below, is anchored at a specified point
of another element...

In our library, there are only several models with curved sur-
faces. Tests could be done with more complicated surfaces for body
shapes but also for roof shapes. We just began to work with the
plan-relief of Strasbourg which have other kinds of shape with bow
windows and dormer windows. We would like also to extend the li-
brary with other kinds of parametric objects like the fortification
works as studied in [JCH13]. Our method could also be tested with
full scale models of town.
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